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Abstract
A mini-graph is a dataflow graph that has an arbi-

trary internal size and shape but the interface of a sin-
gleton instruction: two register inputs, one register
output, a maximum of one memory operation, and a
maximum of one (terminal) control transfer.

Previous work has exploited dataflow sub-graphs
whose execution latency can be reduced via program-
mable FPGA-style hardware. In this paper we show that
mini-graphs can improve performance by amplifying
the bandwidths of a superscalar processor’s stages and
the capacities of many of its structures without custom
latency-reduction hardware. Amplification is achieved
because the processor deals with a complete mini-graph
via a single quasi-instruction, the handle. By constrain-
ing mini-graph structure and forcing handles to behave
as much like singleton instructions as possible, the num-
ber and scope of the modifications over a conventional
superscalar microarchitecture is kept to a minimum.

This paper describes mini-graphs, a simple algo-
rithm for extracting them from basic block frequency
profiles, and a microarchitecture for exploiting them.
Cycle-level simulation of several benchmark suites
shows that mini-graphs can provide average perfor-
mance gains of 2–12% over an aggressive baseline,
with peak gains exceeding 40%. Alternatively, they can
compensate for substantial reductions in register file
and scheduler size, and in pipeline bandwidth.

1.  Introduction
Processors are good at executing simple instructions

with small, fixed interfaces: two inputs, one output, a
maximum of one memory reference, a maximum of one
control transfer. Machinery for dealing with small, fixed
interfaces is well understood and (relatively) easy to
build. Unfortunately, because instructions are fine
grained, they are also numerous. While instruction pro-
cessing machinery—most of which performs inter-
instruction book-keeping—may be conceptually simple,
it may become physically complex by virtue of its
capacity and bandwidth.

In this paper, we propose a mechanism that allows
simple, fixed-interface, single-instruction machinery to
process multi-instruction dataflow graphs which we call
mini-graphs. A mini-graph is a connected instruction
dataflow graph that has the interface of a singleton
instruction: two inputs, one output, at most one memory
reference, and at most one control transfer. A binary
rewriting tool modifies executables and statically

replaces dataflow graphs that satisfy mini-graph crite
with handles; a handle is a quasi-instruction tha
encodes the corresponding mini-graph’s interface reg
ter dependences.

A mini-graph pipeline processes both unmodifie
and modified executables and treats handles as indiv
ual instructions in all stages except execution. Durin
execution, the processor consults a handle-to-instruct
sequence translation which is stored in an on-chip tab
called the mini-graph table (MGT). Essentially a
microcode store, the MGT drives the cycle-by-cycl
execution of the constituent mini-graph instruction
with low overhead. The MGT may be hardwired, but
is more useful to customize its contents to an applic
tion. We show thatDISE (dynamic instruction stream
editor) is a good match for specifying application-spe
cific mini-graphs.

Dataflow aggregates are not a new idea, but a mi
graph processor exploits them in a new way. Most prev
ous schemesreduce the execution-latencyof aggre-
gates using custom hardware. A mini-graph process
can do that too, but primarily itamplifies the bandwidth
and capacity of book-keeping machinery. A key to
amplification is to constrain mini-graph structure suc
that handles look and behave like singleton instruction
e.g., renaming a handle has the same effect as renam
each mini-graph instruction individually. This approac
maximizes the number of stages (structures) that c
process (store) handles rather than mini-graph instru
tions and whose bandwidth (capacity) is amplified.

The most important aspect of making handle
behave like instructions is choosing mini-graphs that a
atomic. This restriction admittedly reduces mini-grap
“coverage”, but allows us to treat values on a min
graph’s interior—we use static analysis to identify thes
values—as transient and to avoid allocating physic
register storage for them. This approach reduces regis
file size requirements and amplifies renaming, sched
ing, register read, register write, and retirement ban
widths. Since mini-graphs naturally amplify fetch
bandwidth and instruction cache capacity, executio
remains the only un-amplified stage. To prevent it fro
becoming a bottleneck, we introduce a microarchite
tural component called anALU pipeline—a single-
entry, single-exit chain of ALUs—which adds executio
bandwidth without increasing bypassing complexity.

Execution-driven simulations of SPEC2000, Media
1
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Bench, CommBench, and MiBench programs show that
mini-graphs produce average performance improve-
ments of 2%, 12%, 6% and 7% respectively, over an
aggressive baseline and without any latency reduction.
On a per application basis, gains can exceed 30% and
40%. Mini-graphs can also effectively compensate for
dramatic reductions in the capacities of the scheduler
and register file and bandwidth at all pipeline stages.

We make four main contributions:
• First, we observe that instruction aggregates that

have external interfaces of singleton instructions can
improve performance by amplifying processor
capacity and bandwidth, without requiring custom
hardware for reducing dataflow-graph latency. We
call such aggregatesmini-graphs.

• Second, we describe a microarchitecture for pro-
cessing mini-graphs that requires only small modifi-
cations over existing superscalar designs.

• Third, we demonstrate that DISE is suitable for cre-
ating and using application-specific mini-graphs.

• Finally, we present a simulation-driven performance
evaluation of our complete system.

2.  Related Work
There is considerable prior work on the (automatic)

generation of application specific instruction set exten-
sions [1, 4, 6, 7], including commercial efforts like Ten-
silica’s Xtensa [9]. This work has been aimed at
discovering and exploiting graphs of arithmetic opera-
tions whose latency can be reduced via custom hard-
ware. This hardware ranges in implementation from
collapsing ALU [20, 22, 27] to FPGA [2, 11, 21] and in
interface from functional unit [20, 21, 26, 27] to co-pro-
cessor [11, 26]. Mini-graph processorscanexploit cus-
tom hardware to reduce graph latency, but they improve
performance primarily by reducing book-keeping over-
head and amplifying the capacity of structures like the
scheduler and register file and the bandwidth of all pipe-
line stages. Mini-graph interfaces—e.g., number of
allowed register inputs and outputs—and internal com-
position are highly constrained to minimize the number
of pipeline stages that must be augmented with mini-
graph awareness. Some of these constraints have been
employed previously [20, 21], but again, only in the
context of collapsible dataflow graphs.

The fusion of dependent instructions for capacity
and bandwidth amplification is not entirely new, but
existing forms are more restricted than the mechanisms
we propose. Intel’s Pentium M [13] fuses load/execute
and store-address/store-data micro-op pairs, reducing
the number of micro-ops that must be renamed, sched-
uled, and retired and amplifying issue queue capacity.
Micro-op fusion also reduces the number of X86
instructions that decode into multiple micro-ops allow-

ing the Pentium M to achieve high decoding bandwid
with a single complex decoder. Simple extensions to t
X86 ISA for fusing dependent instruction pairs hav
also been proposed [12].

Macro-op scheduling [14] temporarily and micro
architecturally fuses dependent instructions in order
boost effective scheduling capacity and hide scheduli
loop latency [3, 23]. Macro-op scheduling is complete
transparent, but does not amplify the bandwidths
capacities of any other structures.

There is extensive work on algorithms for choosin
compound instructions to optimize coverage or perfo
mance under a variety of constraints [1, 4, 6, 7, 19]. O
microarchitectural focus complements that work.

Finally, our work focuses on exploiting dataflow
graphs in a superscalar context. Grid Processor [17] a
WaveScalar [24] exploit dataflow graphs holisticall
using new instruction sets and new microarchitecture

3.  Mini-graphs
We describe the physical structure of a mini-grap

the restrictions on it and the rationale behind them, a
a simple, greedy algorithm for extracting mini-graph
from program profiles.

Figure 1a shows two code snippets from the pr
gramgcc. In each snippet, the shaded instructions com
prise a mini-graph. Figure 1b shows the same snipp
with each mini-graph replaced by a single instructio
handle. A handle is a quasi-instruction that is only
meaningful to a mini-graph enabled processor. It h
three components: i) a reserved opcodemg , ii) two input
and one output register specifiers, and iii) an immedia
field. The immediate field is called theMGID and is the
index into an on-chip table, themini-graph table
(MGT), which contains the instruction-by-instruction
mini-graph definition. Figure 1c shows the contents
an MGT for the two mini-graphs. Each MGT row con
tains the definition of one mini-graph template; row 1
contains the specification for the mini-graph on the le
(MGID 12). Each MGTINSN column represents a mini-
graph template instruction; the MGT shown here ca
represent mini-graphs of three instructions or less. No
this MGT is logical; the organization and contents of a
actual MGT are described in Section 4.1.

The three register names explicit in a handle are t
mini-graph’sinterface registerswhich define its exter-
nal dependences. The handle must contain these regi
names because they (or their renamed versions)
needed at renaming, scheduling, register read, regis
write, retirement, and misprediction recovery; stag
where only the handle is available, not the comple
mini-graph. Information which is only needed during
execution—theinterior registers which define mini-
graph internal dataflow, as well as the opcodes a
2
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FIGURE 1. Mini-graphs. (a) Code snippets from gcc. (b)
Same snippets with shaded mini-graphs replaced by
handles. (c) MGT contains mini-graph definitions.

addl r18,2,r18
lda r6,2,r6
s8addl r7,r0,r7
cmplt r18,r5,r7
bne r7,0xA

ldl r18,24(r16)
mg r4,–,r17,34
bis zero,r18,r16

ldl r18,24(r16)
ldq r2,16(r4)
srl r2,14,r17
bis zero,r18,r16
and r17,1,r17

lda r6,2,r6
s8addl r7,r0,r7
mg r18, r5,r18,12

MGT OUT INSN0 INSN1 INSN2
12 0 addl E0,2 cmplt M0,E1 bne M1,0xA
34 2 ldq 16(E0) srl M0,14 and M1,1

(a)

(b)

(c)
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explicit in the handle; it is encoded in the MGT.

In the MGT, interface input registers are mnemon
cally denoted using the letterE and their index in the
handle while interior values are denoted using the let
M and the mini-graph instruction that creates them. T
MGT OUT field indicates which instruction produces th
mini-graph’s interface output register. Thus the firs
mini-graph instruction,addl r18,2,r18 is represented in
INSN0 column of the MGT asaddl E0,2 ; E0 is the first
interface register explicit in the handle,r18. The second
instruction,cmplt r18,r5,r7 is represented ascmplt M0,E1
whereE1 is interface registerr5 andM0 is output of the
first mini-graph instruction. The final instructionbne r7,
0xA is represented asbne M1,0xA . That the output of the
mini-graph is produced by its first instruction is denote
by a0 in theOUT field.

3.1.   Structural Constraints
The most important aspect of the appearance

being a single instruction isatomicity. Atomicity con-
strains mini-graphs to reside within basic blocks,
severe restriction for programs with small blocks. Con
ventional multiple block constructs like superblocks an
hyperblocks are not atomic as they have side exi
RePLay [18] frames, however, are atomic and othe
have shown that large dataflow aggregates can be mi
from them [6, 27]. Mini-graphs can contain branche
but these must be terminal.

Coarse-grain atomicity allows mini-graph executio
to be more efficient than conventional execution
Because partial mini-graph state is never needed, it
not necessary to allocate explicit storage (i.e., physical
registers) to partial, interior mini-graph results. Mini
graph interior values only live in the bypass network. I
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this respect they are similar to interior values of gri
processor code blocks [17].

The fact that only mini-graph interface register
require physical registers allows for bandwidth amplifi
cation at four key pipeline stages: renaming (physic
register allocation), register read, register write, an
retirement (physical register freeing). Because interfa
register names must be explicit in the handle an
because many pipeline stages have machinery t
assumes two register inputs and/or one register out
per instruction, we limit mini-graphs to two input and
one output interface registers. Unlike atomicity which
fundamental, this constraint is only a practical one.

In contrast with previous work, we allow mini-
graphs to include loads and stores. However, we lim
the number of memory operations per mini-graph
one. This restriction removes ordering ambiguities th
would result from two stores or a load and store to th
same address within a mini-graph. It enables min
graphs to be collapsed to single instructions while pr
serving total load/store order. Finally, it simplifies th
handling of memory exceptions,e.g., page faults.

3.2.  Mini-Graph Selection
Our focus is on micro-architectural techniques fo

exploiting mini-graphs. We are less concerned wi
developing new mini-graph selection algorithms an
defer to prior work in that respect [7, 19]. In this work
we use a simple greedy selection algorithm.

First, we analyze the static executable and enum
ate all possible legal mini-graphs. Enumeration is exp
nential in the number of instructions considered, b
since mini-graphs are restricted to basic-blocks, t
number of instructions under consideration at any tim
is typically small. Mini-graph legality testing is more
involved than simply testing the interface (two registe
inputs, one register output) and composition (one me
ory operation) conditions. The instructions in a min
graph are not necessarily contiguous in the original pr
gram and execution semantics must not change wh
they are collapsed to a single handle. For each mi
graph, we choose ananchor around which to collapse
the remaining instructions. In order of preference, th
anchor is: i) the branch, ii) the memory operation, or ii
the last instruction. Notice, in Figure 1b the mini-graph
are collapsed around the branch and load, respectiv
Memory operations are given precedence so that c
lapsing does not result in load/store reordering. W
reject mini-graphs if there is register interference in th
range between the anchor and original positions of t
first and last instructions. Our static choice of anch
forces us to reject some legal mini-graphs, but o
experiments indicate that this is rare.

Next, we sort the mini-graph list in order of decreas
3
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ing benefit. Since our focus is on amplifying bandwidth
and capacity, our mini-graph benefit function is itscov-
erage: the fraction of dynamic instructions it removes
from the pipeline. A mini-graph’s estimated coverage is
(n-1)*f wheren is its size in instructions andf is its exe-
cution frequency, the sum of the execution frequencies
of all of its static instances (we consider static mini-
graphs with identical dataflows and immediate operands
as equivalent and coalesce them). We derivef from a
basic-block frequency profile.

Finally, we select mini-graphs by iterating over the
sorted candidate list. Because a single static instruction
may belong to at most one mini-graph, the selection of a
mini-graph may eliminate some remaining candidates.
At the end of each iteration, we adjust the weights of the
remaining mini-graphs. The process repeats until the list
is exhausted or a preset mini-graph limit is reached.

4.  Mini-graph Execution
In this section we describe a mini-graph microarchi-

tecture. For now, we assume that the processor supports
a hardwired set of mini-graphs and that the only mini-
graph handles that appear in programs are legal ones.

4.1.  Basic Microarchitecture
A mini-graph processor treats handles as singleton

instructions at all stages except execution. There, it uses
a table to control—microcode-style—the execution of
the individual mini-graph instructions.

The mini-graph table (MGT). The central compo-
nent of a mini-graph execution core is the mini-graph
table (MGT) which maps handle MGIDs to mini-graph
definitions. We have already introduced the MGT logi-
cally; now we define its physical organization. Because
some aspects of a mini-graph’s definition are needed
during scheduling and others are needed at execution,
the MGT is organized as two tables, shown in Figure 2
(there are two alternative templates for mini-graph 34).

The mini-graph header table (MGHT)contains
scheduling information which includes the functional
units needed by the mini-graph (FU0 andFUBMP), and
the latency of the its register output (LAT) which is
shorter than the execution latency of the complete mini-
graph if the output is not produced by the last instruc-
tion. Note,FUBMP is used for a particular style of mini-

graph scheduler which we present in Section 4.3. T
header allows the scheduler to reserve functional un
bypass paths, and register write ports.

The mini-graph sequencing table (MGST)is used
during execution and includes the execution informatio
for each instruction in the mini-graph. This includes
functional unit (FU), opcode (OP), immediate value (IM),
and bypassing directives (B0 and B1). The MGST is
sliced vertically, one bank per mini-graph executio
cycle. Integer mini-graph instructions are arranged
consecutive banks, but multi-cycle operations like loa
require that subsequent banks be left empty. Note, mi
graph 34 whose first instruction is a load (here w
assume that load latency is 2 cycles). MGST bank 1
empty; the rest of the mini-graph resumes in bank
The rationale for this organization will be clear shortly

We explain the structure and usage of these tw
tables using an example execution of mini-graph 12.
subsequent sections, we use the term MGT to refer
the MGHT and MGST collectively.

Mini-graph life cycle. Figure 3a shows a mini-
graph handle as it progresses through the nominal sta
of a superscalar pipeline. The bold number at the beg
ning of each stage action is the cycle at which the acti
takes place (we assume all stages are single-cycle).

A handle is fetched, decoded, and renamed as if
were a singleton instruction (the physical register
parentheses is the overwritten output register whi
must be freed when the handle retires). The handle
allocated reorder buffer and scheduler (reservation s
tion, issue queue) entries. Its MGID is used to read t
MGHT and both MGID and the contents of the MGHT
entry are copied to the scheduler entry, the latter
avoid MGHT lookups during scheduling. The func
tional unit (FU0) required by mini-graph 12 isAP (ALU
pipeline), a new unit we describe in Section 4.2. Th
latency of the register output (LAT) is 1 since the first
instruction in the mini-graph produces the output.

The MGST is coupled toM pipelined sequencers,
whereM is the maximum number of handles that can b
scheduled per cycle. When the handle is issued,
scheduler sends the MGID (12) to a free sequenc
Over the next three cycles, the sequencer advances fr
one MGST bank to the next, reading and driving th
control signals for each successive mini-graph instru
FIGURE 2. Mini-graph table. Physical MGT organization/contents for two example mini-graphs, MGID 12 and 34.

MGST.0 MGST.1 MGST.2 MGST.3

FU OP IM B0 B1 FU OP IM B0 B1 FU OP IM B0 B1 FU OP IM B0 B1
AP.0 addl 2 E0 IM AP.1 cmplt M0 E1 AP.2 bne 0xA M1 IM
LD ldq 16 E0 IM ALU srl 14 LD IM ALU and 1 ALU IM
LD ldq 16 E0 IM AP.0 srl 14 E0 IM AP.1 and 1 M0 IM

MGHT

LAT FU0 FUBMP
12 1 AP –:–:–
34 4 LD –:ALU:ALU
34 4 LD –:AP:–
4
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tion. The combination of MGST and sequencers act like
pipelined, table-driven microcode. The MGST’s cycle-
based organization avoids sequencer and bank conflicts.

On the mini-graph terminal instruction, the MGST
sequencer writes a completion bit in the handle’s re-
order buffer entry and frees its scheduler entry. Register
write back and tag broadcast are handled by the sched-
uler which has reserved ports and tag buses for them.

A handle is retired like a singleton instruction, it
overwrites and must free at most one physical register.
For mini-graph containing a store, the corresponding
store queue entry (of which there can be only one) is
written to the data cache.

Summary. In general, mini-graphs only require
changes to the scheduling and execution stages of the
pipeline. Some other stages appear to require modifica-
tion, but these are natural as whatever action was previ-
ously performed on a singleton instruction is now
performed on the handle instead. For instance, if a mini-
graph terminates in a branch, the handle PC stands in
for the branch PC for the purposes of branch prediction
and update. The fact that mini-graph interior values are
transient and mini-graphs contain at most one memory
operation makes it easy to handle mini-graph excep-
tions. Exception information is attached to the handle,
the entire mini-graph is flushed, the exception is han-
dled, and the entire mini-graph is replayed.

Performance effects.Figure 3b shows mini-graph
12 executing as three singleton instructions. The advan-
tage of mini-graph execution is obvious from the differ-
ence in resource and bandwidth consumption. The mini-
graph requires one slot each of fetch, decode, rename,
schedule, and retire. Individual execution requires three
slots at each stage. The mini-graph requires one reorder
buffer entry and one scheduler entry, individual execu-
tion requires three each. Mini-graph execution requires
one physical register and one physical register write,
individual execution requires two registers and two
writes.

The price of bandwidth and capacity amplification is
the potential for two forms of serialization.External

serialization potentially delays issue for mini-graphs
with external inputs to instructions other than the firs
Our example mini-graph 12 suffers from potential exte
nal serialization, which is illustrated in Figure 3a an
3b. Consider that registersp20 and p14 are ready in
cycles 4 and 5, respectively. Executing individuall
(Figure 3b),addl andcmplt (which depends on it) exe-
cute in cycles 5 and 6, respectively. Executing as a mi
graph (Figure 3a),addl is spuriously forced to wait for
p14 and the two instructions execute in cycles 6 and 7

Internal serializationproduces execution delays fo
mini-graphs with internal parallelism,e.g., a three-
instruction mini-graph whose first two instructions fee
the third but are independent of one another. Executi
individually, this sequence could execute in 2 cycles;
a mini-graph it executes in 3. Unlike external serializa
tion, internal serialization is not a fundamental problem
We could allow the MGST to drive the execution of two
mini-graph instructions per cycle. However, internall
parallel mini-graphs which expose this problem are ra
and do not justify this added complexity. We investiga
the cost of both forms of serialization in Section 6.2.

4.2.  ALU Pipeline
A mini-graph processor executes mini-graphs com

posed entirely of single-cycle integer operations on
ALU pipeline: a single-entry single-exit pipelined chain
of ALUs. An ALU pipeline is simple because to a
scheduler, it looks like a pipelined, multi-cycle func
tional unit, e.g., a multiplier. It is powerful because it
amplifies execution bandwidth to match the amplifica
tion of all other bandwidths that mini-graphs provide.
does so without adding bypass or register file comple
ity. A 3-stage ALU pipeline can perform 3 operation
per cycle, but has only 1 register/bypass output and
inputs, rather than 3 outputs and 6 inputs.

Figure 4 shows the basic design: a chain of ALU
with two external inputs and a single output. The exte
nal register inputs and the outputs of each stage AL
are latched to form a pipeline. The figure shows a
stage ALU pipeline. The external inputs to the pipelin
are for register values. Each stage ALU also has aside
FIGURE 3. Mini-graph execution example. (a) Mini-graph 12 executing as a handle. (b) Mini-graph 12 executing as 3
conventional instructions.

Fetch/Decode Rename/Alloc Schedule RegRead Execute RegWrite Retire/Free
1: mg r18,r5,r18,12 2: mg p20,p14,p32(p40),1, rob,rs,preg 3: MGST[12] 5: p20,p14 6: MGST.0[12] 7: p32

7: MGST.1[12]
8: MGST.2[12] 10: p40

Fetch/Decode Rename/Alloc Schedule RegRead Execute RegWrite Retire/Free
1: addl r18,2,r18 2: addl p20,2,p32(p40), rob,rs,preg 3: addl 4: p20 5: addl 6: p32 7: p40
1: cmplt r18,r5,r7 2: cmplt p32,p14,p17(p15), rob,rs,preg 4: cmplt 5: p14 6: cmplt 7: p17 8: p15
1: bne r7,0xA 2: bne p17, 0xA, rob,rs 5: bne 6: 7: bne 8: 9:

(a)

(b)
5
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FIGURE 4. ALU pipeline. 3-stage non-collapsing ALU
pipeline with no support for branches.
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the ALU by the MGST. An ALU pipeline need not
include all possible forwarding paths; mini-graphs th
require excluded paths are simply disallowed. Suppo
for branches (not shown) requires the PC as an impli
input to the pipeline and some additional control logic

The output of an ALU pipeline is selected betwee
the unlatchedoutputs of each of the stage ALUs. This
arrangement has several advantages. It doesn’t pena
mini-graphs whose output register is not produced
the last instruction. It also allows us to handle long min
graphs while not penalizing shorter ones and even e
cute singleton ALU operations on ALU pipelines with
no penalty. This is important because it lets us substitu
ALU pipelines for ALUs without complicating the
scheduler or degrading the performance of program
that do not exploit mini-graphs. One issue with thi
design is the possibility of “writeback” conflicts; these
are avoided by the scheduler with the help of head
information, specifically output latency (LAT).

Latency-reducing ALUs. A mini-graph processor
does not rely on latency reducing ALUs [16, 21, 22, 27
but can exploit them. Support for such ALUs depend
on the precise manner in which latency reduction
achieved. Structured latency reduction—e.g., by fusion
of consecutive ALU pipeline stages using techniqu
like carry-save addition—is easy to incorporate into o
scheme. We simply expand the MGST to allow eac
slice to emit control signals for two instructions. Incor
porating ad hoc latency reduction hardware like a
FPGA [21] is more difficult. It potentially requires an
additional step prior to execution to program the unit.

4.3.  Sliding-window Scheduler
Integer mini-graphs provide limited coverage. Fo

many applications, better coverage can be achiev
using integer-memory mini-graphswhich can contain
loads and stores. It is impractical to create a load/sto
pipeline or to incorporate load/store stages into an AL
pipeline. Integer-memory mini-graphs execute on
combination of conventional functional units and an
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ALU pipelines that exist. Their interior values live in the
bypass network. In this section, we introduce a modifie
scheduler called asliding-window schedulerthat can
schedule integer-memory mini-graphs. Unlike an ALU
pipeline, a sliding-window scheduler does not amplif
execution bandwidth because load and store ports
not replicated.

Basic operation.A sliding-window scheduler needs
one piece of new functionality: the ability to reserve a
the functional units a mini-graph will use at once. Con
ventional schedulers already have some forward res
vation functionality which they use to reserve registe
write ports for multi-cycle operations. Logically, a
scheduler maintains a two-dimensional reservation b
map: one dimension represents resources (here regi
ports), the other future cycles. The number of futu
cycles represented is equal to the latency of the long
common operation,e.g., load. Each cycle, the issuing
instructions reserve register write ports by setting bits
the appropriate subsequent bitmap lines. Each cycle,
bitmap advances by one line. A sliding window sched
uler extends the bitmap in the resource dimension
include functional units and in the time dimension to th
maximum mini-graph execution latency.

To help in making mass functional unit reservation
we augment the MGHT with anFUBMP field that repre-
sents the functional units used by the second and sub
quent mini-graph instructions; the unit needed by th
first instruction is represented in the fieldFU0. The reg-
ister write port bitmap is implicitly represented in the
LAT field. In Figure 2, mini-graph 12 is an integer mini
graph: it executes on an ALU pipeline and itsFUBMP is
empty. Mini-graph 34, however, is an integer-memor
mini-graph and itsFUBMP indicates that it needs ALUs
in the third and fourth cycles after issue.

Like a conventional scheduler, a sliding window
scheduler initially schedules both singleton instruction
and handles using the FU of the first instruction. If th
handle belongs to an integer-memory mini-graph, a sli
ing-window scheduler ANDs the handle’sFUBMP with
its own current bitmap. If no bit in the result is set—i.e.,
there are no downstream resource conflicts—the han
is scheduled, and itsFUBMP is ORed into the current bit-
map to make the reservations. If there is a conflict, ha
dle issue is canceled and the slot used to attempt issu
lost. It is difficult to schedule multiple integer-memory
handles in one cycle due to the need to cross-check
FUBMP of candidate handles against one another. O
experiments show that supporting the issue of a sing
heterogeneous handle per cycle is sufficient.

Partial mini-graphs on ALU pipelines. A sliding-
window scheduler doesn’t amplify execution bandwidt
so any mini-graph processor will likely contain ALU
pipelines. It is desirable to execute the contiguous int
6
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ger portions of integer-memory mini-graphs on ALU
pipelines. This is accomplished in our current scheme
by proper definitions in the MGHT and MGST. The
alternative definition of mini-graph 34 which schedules
the last two operations on an ALU pipeline.

Mini-graph load scheduling. Integer-load mini-
graphs—mini-graphs that contain loads—need not only
be integrated with the register scheduler, but also with
the load scheduler. There are two aspects to this integra-
tion: cache miss replays and memory disambiguation.

The MGT implicitly assumes a fixed latency for
each instruction. What happens when a mini-graph load
misses in the cache? There are two cases. Misses on ter-
minal loads are handled like misses on singleton loads.
No mini-graph instruction follows the load, so the
scheduler holds (or replays) all waiting instructions
(which may be younger handles) as usual. Misses on
interior loads are more difficult. Since it is not possible
to reschedule only the mini-graph subset that depends
on the load, the entire mini-graph must be replayed. The
result is a small performance penalty.

As in the case of branch prediction/update, a handle
and its PC assume responsibility for memory disambig-
uation and load scheduling. Integer-load handles are
scheduled according the same policy used to schedule
singleton loads. These days, mechanisms like store sets
[5]—which minimally synchronize loads and stores
pair-wise—are popular. Like many other predictors,
store sets is PC based and continues to work when loads
and stores that are embedded in mini-graphs are identi-
fied by handle PCs rather than individual PCs. As on
interior load misses, the entire enclosing mini-graph is
(squashed and) replayed on a load mis-speculation.

5.  Custom Mini-Graphs Using DISE
Mini-graphs capture common computational idi-

oms. Some idioms are common to all programs, but the
ability to program the MGT with application-specific
mini-graphs is important.DISE (dynamic instruction
stream editor)[8] effectively provides the programma-
ble dynamic instruction set customization required to
support application-specific mini-graphs. DISE is a
facility for translating instructions into instruction
sequences at decode time, according to programmable
rewriting rules called productions. It is suitable for
mini-graphs because mini-graph processors require han-
dle-to-instruction-sequence translation but do not
require further translation,e.g., to FPGA directives.

DISE Primer. A DISE production is a<pattern :
replacement sequence> specification pair. Pattern speci-
fications can specify any combination of aspects of a
single instruction: opcode, register name, or immediate.
A replacement sequence is a sequence of instructions
that is parameterized,i.e., some fields in some instruc-

tions are “holes” to be filled in with field information
from the matching instruction. The following toy DISE
production <add,–,–,–,– : T.INSN; andi T.RD,0xff,T.RD;>
injects after everyadd an instruction which clears all but
the least-significant byte of the result.T.INSN andT.RD
are template parameters. DISE examines every fetch
instruction and replaces those that match active patte
with corresponding instruction sequence. Given th
above production, the instructionadd r2,r4,r2 with the
sequenceadd r2,r4,r2; andi r2,0xff,r2 .

DISE has two usage modes.Transparent utilities
operate on unmodified executables and redefine
semantics of naturally occurring instructions. Memor
bounds checking is a example of a transparent utilit
productions are defined for loads and stores.Awareutil-
ities match and replacecodewords, quasi-instructions
that are only meaningful to DISE and which have bee
planted into the executable by a DISE-aware compil
or binary rewriter. DISE codewords are recognized b
their use of a reserved opcode; the codeword immedi
serves as an index into the DISE on-chip translatio
structures. A DISE aware executable contains a spec
“.dise” section that defines the productions; the OS
responsible for loads this section into the DISE table
Code decompression is an example of an aware utilit

DISE mini-graph productions. Mini-graph pro-
cessing is an aware DISE utility and the format of
mini-graph handle matches that of a DISE codewo
precisely. DISE provides a natural way for expressin
the logical separation between a mini-graph’s regist
interface and its internal register dataflow. Interface re
isters are specified as parameters and are explicit in
codeword/handle. Mini-graph internal register dataflo
is specified using DISE’s dedicated register set. Th
allows mini-graphs instantiated from different stati
handles not to interfere with local register definitions
The replacement sequences for our two mini-graphs
<addl T.RS1,2,T.RD; cmplt T.RD,T.RS2,$d0; bne $d0, 0xa>
and<ldq $d0, 16(T.RS2); srl $d0,14,$d0; and $d0,1,T.RD> .
$d0 is a DISE register which denotes mini-graph inte
rior dataflow.

A DISE mini-graph microarchitecture. Combin-
ing DISE and mini-graphs requires slight modification
to both. On the mini-graph side, we modify the MGT to
act as a cache rather than a ROM, adding a small tab
the mini-graph tag table (MGTT) to implement the
tags. On the DISE side, we provide an option to kee
codewords/handles un-expanded. Between the two,
add a small finite-state machine, themini-graph pre-
processor (MGPP), that scans DISE replacemen
sequences and compiles them to internal MGT forma

The DISE specification [8] implies that production
transform the instruction stream in-line, codewords a
excised and replacement sequences spliced in th
7
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place. This design compartmentalizes DISE but also
prevents the execution core from exploiting mini-graphs
by feeding it a stream of singleton instructions. For
mini-graph processing, we augment DISE with the
option to forgo expansion and keep the codeword/han-
dle inline. The decision to expand is based on finding
the MGID in the MGTT. If the MGID is present—trans-
lation: this mini-graph is supported—the handle is not
expanded. Otherwise, DISE expands the handle and the
execution core processes each instruction individually.
Keeping the expansion option preserves the correctness
of DISE utilities whose productions do not meet mini-
graph specifications. It also provides portability and
compatibility at the intersection of mini-graph enabled
executables and mini-graph processors. A processor can
always expand a mini-graph it doesn’t understand.

Each MGTT entry contains an MGID and two valid
bits. The first valid bit simply indicates that a tag is not
garbage and that the associated mini-graph has been
pre-processed. The second valid bit indicates that the
MGPP has “approved” the mini-graph and the handle
should remain un-expanded. The MGTT is read at the
DISE (decode) stage. On a miss, DISE expands the
replacement sequence. One copy is sent to the execution
core to avoid stalling the pipeline. A second copy goes
to the MGPP for inspection/compilation.

6.  Experimental Evaluation
We present a simulation-driven evaluation of mini-

graph processing. We begin by studying mini-graphs
functionally by examining the effects of constraints on
mini-graph coverage. We follow with a performance
evaluation, including sensitivity analysis.

Our simulators are constructed using the SimpleSca-
lar Alpha AXP instruction and system call definition
modules. The timing simulator models a 6-way super-
scalar, dynamically scheduled processor with a 15-stage
pipeline, 128 entry reorder buffer, 64 entry load/store
queue, and 50 entry issue queue. The execution engine
uses a 164-entry, 5 read port, 4 write port, 2 cycle read
physical register file. Each cycle, the scheduler may
issue up to 6 operations with the following maximum
composition: 4 integer, 2 floating-point, 2 load, and 1
store. Loads are scheduled using a store sets [5] predic-
tor. Cache miss replays and memory ordering violation
squashes are modeled faithfully.

We model a 12Kb hybrid branch direction predictor
and a 2K-entry 4-way set-associative target buffer. The
on-chip memory hierarchy includes 32KB, 2-way set-
associative, 32B line 1-cycle access instruction and 2-
cycle access data caches and a 2MB, 4-way set-associa-
tive, 128B line, 10-cycle access L2. Main memory has
an access latency of 100 cycles and is accessed via a
16B bus that operates at one-quarter core frequency.

We use benchmarks from the SPEC2000, Medi
Bench [15], CommBench [25], and MiBench [10
suites. The benchmarks were compiled for the EV
microarchitecture using the Digital OSF compiler with
optimization level –O3. The SPECint programs wer
run on their training inputs at 2% periodic samplin
with 10M instructions per sample; all other benchmark
were run unsampled on their largest available inpu
All benchmarks were run to completion. Results a
shown for selected benchmarks along with means ov
all programs in each suite.

6.1.  Coverage
Figure 5 shows coverage for integer (top) and int

ger-memory (middle) mini-graphs. Each bar group va
ies along the two MGT dimensions: total number o
mini-graphs horizontally (32, 128, 512, 2K), and indi
vidual mini-graph size vertically (2,3,4,8).

With 512 integer mini-graphs, coverage averag
13%, 24%, 21%, and 19% for SPECint, MediaBenc
CommBench, and MiBench, respectively. SPECint pr
grams have both a lower ratio of ALU operations an
smaller basic blocks. Integer-memory mini-graph
increase coverage by approximately 50%, to 21%, 33
31%, and 29%. Although a sliding window schedule
does not increase execution bandwidth, this increas
coverage suggests that it should boost performance.

In practice, 60% of coverage is achieved using on
2 instruction mini-graphs. There is some advantage
allowing mini-graphs of size 3 and 4, but little benefit t
allowing mini-graphs longer than that. Longer idiom
that meet mini-graph criteria are simply not common; i
SPECint the average basic block size is not much bigg
than 4 instructions.

Most non-SPECint programs are statically so sma
that 128 MGT entries are sufficient to provide max
mum coverage in all but a few cases (ghostscript, rtr ).
For SPECint, a similarly sized MGT will achieve maxi
mum coverage for integer mini-graphs, but 512 entri
are needed for integer-memory mini-graphs. 2K entri
provide additional coverage for only a few program
(gap, gcc, ghostscript).

Intra-application input data robustness. Our off-
line selection algorithm prioritizes mini-graph by cover
age which is proportional to execution frequency. Fo
maximum effectiveness, it relies on the robustness
basic block frequency profiles. We tested this robustne
for SPECint and MiBench by selecting mini-graph
using basic block profiles from thetestandsmall input
data sets, respectively.

Our results (not shown) indicate that basic block fre
quency variance across input data sets reduces cove
relatively by an average of 15% (e.g., from 20% to
17%). 70% of SPECint and 80% of MiBench program
8
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maintain coverages within 15% of those in Figure 5.
However, several programs see their coverage drop to
0%. For these, different input files or flags simply trig-
ger different portions of the static code. To avoid this
pathology, mini-graph selection can and should incorpo-
rate profiles from multiple runs. In light of both the
robustness of most programs and our proposed solution
for less robust ones, we continue to use profiles gener-
ated from the same inputs used in testing.

Domain specific mini-graphs.The top two graphs
in Figure 5 showed application-specific mini-graphs.
The bottom graph shows coverage of domain specific
integer-memory mini-graphs. Here, a 512 entry MGT
holds the 512 most frequent mini-graphs across an
entire benchmark suite. At 512 entries, each benchmark
sacrifices some coverage for the benefit of the others in
its suite. Intuitively, larger, 2K-entry MGTs are needed
to achieve maximum per-application coverage. Interest-
ingly, while two-instruction mini-graphs already domi-
nate within an application, their relative contribution
increases even further when they must cover multiple
applications. Just as smaller idioms are more likely to be
found in multiple static locations within a program, they
are more likely to be found in different programs.

All subsequent experiments use an MGT that holds
512 application-specific mini-graphs with a maximum
size of 4 instructions each.

6.2.  Performance
Figure 6 shows the performance of two mini-graph

processor configurations relative to our 6-wide baseline
machine. In the first configuration, (light bars) integer

mini-graphs execute on a similar pipeline in which tw
integer ALUs have been replaced with 4-stage AL
pipelines. In the second (dark bars), we further add
sliding-window scheduler capable of issuing one int
ger-memory mini-graph per cycle. Within each configu
ration there are two sub-configurations: the first (soli
uses simple ALU pipelines, the second (striped) us
pair-wise collapsing ALU pipelines. Baseline IPCs ar
printed below each benchmark.

We defer a discussion on latency-reducing ALU
pipelines and focus on the resource amplifying config
rations (solid portions of the bars). For integer min
graphs and ALU pipelines, average (gmean) gains a
2% for SPECint, 10% for MediaBench, 6% for Com
mBench, and 7% for MiBench. For integer-memor
mini-graphs and a sliding-window scheduler, thos
numbers are 2%, 12%, 3%, and 7%, respectively. The
is a high degree of variance within each suite, with som
programs (reed.decode, mpeg2.decode, gsm.toast) post-
ing speedups of 20% and above while others show ne
ligible gains or even losses (crc, mcf).

Isolating serialization effects.Performance losses
manifest both for integer mini-graphs (e.g., mcf, drr,
adpcm.encode) and for integer memory mini-graphs
(e.g., adpcm.rawc whose performance improvemen
drops from 14% with integer mini-graphs to 11% with
integer-memory mini-graphs). These losses are due
serialization—both internal and external—in the integ
case and serialization and cache miss replays in the in
ger-memory case.

Figure 7 isolates the effects of these costs. The fi
FIGURE 5. Coverage. (top) Application-specific integer and (middle) integer-memory, and (bottom) domain-specific
integer-memory mini-graphs. Horizontal bars are 32,128, 512, 2K MGT entries. Stacks are mini-graphs of size 2,3,4, 8.
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FIGURE 6. Performance. Mini-graph processor using integer (light) and integer-memory (dark) mini-graphs, relative
to a baseline processor (baseline IPCs shown). Striped configurations use pair-wise collapsing ALU pipelines.
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FIGURE 7. Serialization effects. Relative performance
of mini-graphs with and without external serialization,
internal serialization, and load-induced replays.

0.8

0.9
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1.1

1.2

1.3 int
int - externally serial
int - internally serial
int - serial
int-mem
int-mem - serial
int-mem - serial - replay

gsmu mpg2e reede mcf sha adpce

allowing mini-graphs with loads in any position othe
bar shows relative performance of integer mini-grap
for six programs; four of the six experience slowdown
In the second bar, we eliminate external serialization
disallowing mini-graphs with external register inputs t
any instruction other than the first,i.e., whose first
instruction may be spuriously delayed by inputs to su
sequent instructions. Forgsm.untoast, removing exter-
nally serial mini-graphs lowers performance gains fro
27% to 16%. Formpeg2.encode, however, removing
external serialization converts a 1% loss into a 13%ga

In the third bar, we eliminate internal serialization
by disallowing mini-graphs that have any internal para
lelism, i.e., are not serial dependence chains. Th
change has little effect in general because it can on
possibly eliminate three and four instruction mini
graphs which are less common than two instructio
mini-graphs. The only change we see is a slight perfo
mance loss ingsm.untoast. In the fourth bar, we disal-
low both externally and internally serial mini-graphs
Shaposts a speedup only when both types of serializ
tion are eliminated.

The striped bars isolate effects for integer-memo
mini-graphs. The first striped bar shows the perfo
mance of unconstrained mini-graphs. The seco
removes both internally and externally serial min
graphs. Removing these two effects is enough to elim
nate all performance degradation cases except formcf,
which suffers from load-miss mini-graph replays. In th
final bar, we eliminate mini-graph replay effects by dis
than the last. Finally,mcf’s 4% performance loss returns
to a 1% performance gain.

The non-uniform effects of each mini-graph selec
tion sub-policy—allowing or disallowing internally
serial, externally serial, and replay vulnerable min
graphs—suggests that there is potential benefit to app
ing each policy selectively. Our results show that whe
the best combination of policies is applied on a p
benchmark basis, average performance gains rise to 3
14%, 9% and 11%, respectively. Generally speakin
latency bound programs seem to prefer non-serializi
mini-graphs while bandwidth bound programs can tole
ate serialization and prefer increased coverage a
bandwidth amplifications. Higher gains still may poss
bly be achieved if policies could be applied on a pe
mini-graph basis. We are currently investigating heuri
tics and profile measures for guiding the application
these and other policies to mini-graph selection. O
remaining experiments use unrestricted mini-graphs.

Latency reduction and resource amplification.
Mini-graph processing is primarily a resource amplifica
tion technique. It is orthogonal to, but compatible with
dataflow-graph latency reduction. The striped portion
of the bars in Figure 6 show experiments that add pa
wise collapsing to the 4-stage ALU pipelines of the co
responding mini-graph configurations. Two instructio
integer mini-graphs execute in one cycle; three and fo
instruction graphs execute in two cycles. The addition
structured latency reduction boosts performan
improvements to 4%,15%, 14%, and 13% for integ
mini-graphs on ALU pipelines and 4%, 18%, 10%, an
13% for integer-memory mini-graphs on ALU pipeline
and a sliding window scheduler. Generally speakin
latency reduction is less effective than bandwidth amp
fication, accounting for 30–50% of total performanc
improvement. However, it can provide a significan
boost for latency bound programs likebitcountandcrc.
Again, the scope of latency reduction here is limited
dataflow graphs that meet mini-graph criteria.

Instruction cache effects.Like any static compres-
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sion technique, mini-graphs amplify instruction cache
capacity. In order to isolate the effects of mini-graphs
from those of ad hoc compression, none of our figures
show the compression effect (we replace mini-graph
interior instructions with nops). Because they have
larger instruction footprints and working sets, SPECint
programs are the only ones which experience a notice-
able speedup from this effect. SPECint speedup triples
to an average of 6%, while other suites gain on average
less than 1% additional performance.

6.3.  Resource Amplification as Simplification
The capacity and bandwidth amplification that mini-

graphs provide can be used either to improve perfor-
mance or to maintain performance at a lower complex-
ity. We investigate the ability of mini-graph processing
to compensate for reductions in physical register file
size and bandwidth at all pipeline stages. We also mea-
sure its effectiveness at hiding scheduling loop latency.
For this sensitivity analysis, we only use benchmarks
for which mini-graphs provide a performance gain. This
is done to ease data presentation. Means are still shown
over all programs.

Capacity: physical register file size.The top graph
in Figure 8 shows relative performance advantage of
mini-graphs for processor configurations with reduced
physical register files. Our baseline processor has 164
physical registers: 64 hold architected state and 100
hold in-flight state for a 128-entry reorder buffer (stores
and branches are not allocated registers). We measure
the effects of reducing the number of registers for in-
flight instructions by 20%, 40% and 60% to 144, 124
and 104, respectively. For these reduced configurations,
our baseline processor experiences average slowdowns
of 1–2%, 2–4%, and 9–12%, depending on the bench-
mark suite. On average, mini-graphs can compensate—
and often over-compensate—for a 40% reduction in

physical registers. Intuitively, they cannot fully compen
sate for reductions that exceed coverage.

Although we do not show results, mini-graph pro
cessing can similarly deal with reductions in the numb
of scheduler (issue queue, reservation station) entries

Bandwidth: all pipeline stages.Our baseline pro-
cessor can fetch, rename, execute, and retire six instr
tions per cycle. The bottom graph in Figure 8 compar
the effect of mini-graphs for that configuration (firs
bar) with their effect on two processors that can fetc
rename, schedule, and retire only 4 instructions p
cycle. The first (second bar) can execute 4 instructio
per cycle, including 1 load; the second (third bar) ca
execute 6 instructions per cycle, including 2 loads.

Relative to a 6-wide processor, a 4-wide process
represents performance degradations of 10%, 17
17%, and 18% for SPECint, MediaBench, Com
mBench, and MiBench, respectively. The addition o
mini-graphs effectively restores much of this band
width; with mini-graphs, slowdowns are only 7%, 4%
10%, and 9%, respectively. These remaining slowdow
are due to the fact that mini-graphs do not amplify ex
cution bandwidth, specifically load execution band
width (ALU pipelines amplify integer execution
bandwidth). When we restore the second load po
slowdowns are only 4%, 1%, 6%, and 4%.

Latency: scheduling loop.Our baseline processor
models a “single-cycle” scheduler and can execute s
gle-cycle operations and instructions that depend
them in consecutive cycles. Clock cycle concerns ha
forced some processors to pipeline the scheduler. T
resulting wake-up/select loop disallows the issue
dependent instructions in back-to-back cycles and effe
tively increases the latency of all single-cycle operatio
to two cycles. Because mini-graph execution is “pre
scheduled” and does not use conventional wake-u
FIGURE 8. Resource amplification. (top) mini-graph performance with 144, 124, and 104 physical registers relative
to a baseline with 164 registers. (bottom) mini-graph performance on a 4 wide processor, on a 4 wide processor with 6
execution units, and with a 2 cycle scheduler, relative to a baseline 6-wide processor with a 1 cycle scheduler.
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select logic, it can help tolerate scheduling loop latency.
This is the motivation for macro-op scheduling [14], a
restricted micro-architectural precursor to mini-graph
processing. Like macro-ops, mini-graphs hide schedul-
ing latency in two ways:internally, dependent instruc-
tions within the same mini-graph execute in consecutive
cycles, andexternally, single cycle operations which
impose a scheduling penalty on dependent instructions
coalesce to multi-cycle operations which do not.

In the bottom graph of Figure 8, the right -most bar
in each group shows a configuration with a two-cycle
scheduler. In a conventional processor, two-cycle sched-
uling degrades performance by averages of 7–18%
across the different benchmark suites. Mini-graphs
compensate for 100% of this loss in MediaBench, 85%
of it in SPECint, 80% in CommBench, and 70% in
MiBench. These rates are roughly proportional to the
mini-graph coverage with respect to single-cycle integer
operations. Macro-op scheduling is reported to be more
effective—it compensates for all by 0.5% of the perfor-
mance loss on SPECint [14]—but this isn’t surprising
considering it specifically targets this problem. Macro-
op scheduling’s advantage here derives from its ability
to exploit macro-ops that cross basic block boundaries.

7.  Conclusions and Future Work
This work introduces mini-graphs, multi-instruction

dataflow graphs with an instruction-like interface: two
inputs, one output, at most one memory reference, and
at most one control transfer. We detail a microarchitec-
ture that processes entire mini-graphs via a single quasi-
instruction handle. Mini-graphs reduce bandwidth con-
sumption at every pipeline stage and storage demands
on resources like the scheduler and register file.

Our results show that mini-graphs can cover 10–
50% of the dynamic instruction stream. Relative to an
aggressive baseline, they achieve average performance
gains of 2%, 12%, 6% and 7% on SPECint, Media-
Bench, CommBench and MiBench respectively, with
peak gains exceeding 30% and 40%. Alternatively, they
can also effectively compensate for 40% reductions in
register file and scheduler sizes, 33% reductions in pipe-
line bandwidth, or a pipelined scheduler. Our analysis
shows that there is room for further improvement.

Future work will focus on selection heuristics and
on the energy properties of mini-graph processors.
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